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"If the impossible is possible anywhere, it'll be possible in Eerie-On-Sea"

Welcome to the sleepy beach town of Eerie-on-Sea! Malamander was
one of our favorite read alouds last year...so much so that we are
reading it again! Since we are Lapbook lovers at our house, I decided to
create a simple Lapbook to go along with our Book Club here at the
Booknerd Cafe! You can go at your own pace or read along with us! I am
excited for you to meet Herbie, Violet, and the entire gang!

Read Chapters 25-28
In Chapter 25 Herbie and Violet are at Sebastian Eels house. While they
are there they discover that he has a lot of scuba equiptment, chain mail
armor, targets, and harpoon guns. What do you think he is doing with all
of this equiptment. Write an idea or two below and add to your lapbook.

In Chapter 26, while at Eels house Herbie and Violet hear Eels talking to a
man and a woman. They dont know who they are? Who do you think the
man and woman are? Write your guess on the rectangle below. Glue the
envelope into your lapbook...only glue two sides and the bottom. Slide
your guess into the envelope.

Read Chapters 29-36
In Chapter 29 we learn that there is something hidden inside the
Mermonkeys top hat! Let's design a tophat for him and glue that into our
lapbook!

At the end of Chapter 36 Violet finally finds the Malamanders Egg. She
doesn't seem to want to let it go. What do you think Violet will wish for?

Violet's Wish...

Read Chapters 37-41
At the end of Chapter 39, the Malamander emerges from the water after
everyone thought it was dead. It bites Sebastian Eels hand and they both
disappear beneath the water. Do you think we will see Sebastian Eels
again? In the circle below write whether or not you think we will see
Sebastian Eels again! If you think we will...what do you think happens to
him?

At the end of Chapter 40 Violet talks about the difference between the
words Hibernate and Estivate. Look both words up and define them
below. Add to your lapbook. (Feel free to use the back if you begin to run
out of room)

HIBERNATE

estivate

Read Chapters 37-41
The book ends with The Mermonkey whizzing to life and beginning to
type. It looks like Herbie and Violet will have another adventure. What do
you think could be a new adventure for Herbie and Violet? Cut out the
booklet and write your answer inside! Glue into the lapbook.

Thank you so much! I can't wait to
see your finished lapbooks! Tag me
on Facebook or IG so I can see
them!

